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The case for data assimilation
Large uncertainty from land
to predict C-balance (GCP)

Friedlingstein et al. 2019

Scholze et al. 2017

Þ Carbon Cycle Data Assimilation System
= ecophysiological constraints from forward modelling
+ observational constraints from inverse modelling

CCDAS methodology
l

Based on process-based terrestrial ecosystem model (BETHY)

l

Optimizing parameter values (~100) based on gradient info

l

Hessian (2nd deriv.) to estimate posterior parameter uncertainty

l

Error propagation by using linearised model

Scholze et al. (2007)

Process parameters
• Process parameters are invariant in time
• Parameterisations in biological systems are often based
on (semi-)empirical relationships -> no
universal/fundamental theory as in physical systems
• Parameters are often plant species specific but model
lumps together many species into a plant functional and
this upscaling process is highly uncertain
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Experimental set-up
• Developed processing chain that links uncertain
model parameters to three types of
observations:
l

in situ samples of atm CO2

l

daily Soil Moisture (SM)

l

yearly Vegetation Optical Depth (VOD)

• SM and VOD from SMOS satellite observations
• Period covered: 2010-2015
• Joint variational assimilation of all data streams
(>22 million data points) in a single long
assimilation window.
• NEP output on monthly, 0.25 degree resolution
• Posterior uncertainties calculated by error
propagation
• 3 experiments:
• Prior
• CO2 only
• CO2 and SMOS data

Scholze et al., 2019

Observation Operators:
CO2 & Soil Moisture
Atmospheric CO2
• TM3, monthly means following sampling protocol
Soil moisture
• 2-layer Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) approach
• Root zone and surface layer (4 mm)
• No bias correction/scaling: Observation
operator uses full information content

Observation Operators: VOD
L-VOD from SMOS fitted against AGB
from Saatchi et al., 2017:
f(AGB) = a * atan(b * AGB)
AGB = NPP * τeff(PFT)

L-VOD = a * atan (τ’eff (PFT) * NPP)
+ D0(PFT) LAI
with
τ’eff (PFT) = bτeff (PFT)

Observation Operators: VOD
Originally planned to assimilate monthly VOD:

Could not simulate seasonal cycle at several sites -> assimilate yearly VOD
Further development of VOD observation operator in the
ESA Land Carbon Constellation project (https://lcc.inversion-lab.com)
More at 1st Carbon Science Cluster Coordination Workshop 23-24 June 2021

Posterior parameter uncertainties
CO2 only

CO2 & SMOS

Assimilating SMOS data constrains processes associated with soil hydrology and
VOD observation operator

Posterior parameter uncertainties
CO2 only

CO2 & SMOS

Assimilating SMOS data constrains processes associated with soil hydrology and
VOD observation operator but also carbon relevant processes such as
photosynthesis and respiration.

Data Fit: CO2
G2 at Mauna Loa

G5 at Mauna Loa

G2 at Plateau Rosa

G5 at Plateau Rosa

10 Sites used for assimilation
Uncertainty weighted misfit reduced
from 40061 (prior) to :
l
631 after assimilation of CO2 only
(G2)
l
722 after assimilation of all 3 data
streams (G5).
Figure shows fit at Mauna Loa

33 Sites used for validation
(withheld from assimilation)
Uncertainty weighted misfit reduced
from 84323 (prior) to :
l
2059 after assimilation of CO2
only (G2)
l
2264 after assimilation of all 3
data streams (G5).
Figure shows fit at Plateau Rosa
(Alps)

Data Fit: SM & VOD
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Focusing on the European carbon
balance
Mean annual net CO2 flux 2010-15

The results contributed to the question of how much CO2
is taken up by the European terrestrial biosphere?
Scholze et al., 2019

Summary
• CCDAS: Mathematically rigorous combination of process
understanding and observations for carbon cycling
• Provides integrated view on global carbon cycle on all
variables that can be simulated by the model at any time and
place
• Each additional data stream helps to constrain ‘unobserved
regions’ in parameter space
• Added value of data streams quantified through uncertainty
reduction
• VOD: convoluted signal of above-ground biomass, vegetation
water content and canopy temperature
• Assimilation of atm CO2 and SMOS SM & VOD results in
European carbon sink strength consistent with other estimates
based on atmospheric inversions of in-situ CO2 as well as
recent XCO2 (OCO-2)

